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SHOOTING GLASSES
By Roger Hill

ROSE-TINTED
GLASSES
TRYING TO DECIDE WHAT COLOUR TO WEAR? ROGER HILL HAS
THE ANSWERS ON SHADES AND STYLES OF SHOOTING GLASSES

T

he main reason for wearing
shooting glasses is eye
protection. We only get issued
two eyes for our entire lifetime. They are
very delicate instruments and there’s all
kinds of debris flying around at a clay
ground – pieces of broken clay, un-burnt
powder, fibre wadding and ricocheting
shot (more so with steel shot).
2.5mm thick polycarbonate lenses
give the most protection. Never wear
glass lenses on the shooting ground as
broken glass can make any injury 10 times
worse. Also use lenses that give 100% UV
protection.

COLOUR AND STYLE
Does the colour of the lens make the
target brighter? The lenses create an
optical illusion of increased brightness.
Sunlight is basically white light. It is
white as it’s a mixture of all other shades
of light. These colours are not just the
primary colours but all possible, visible
hues mixed together.
When you are shooting, everything
you see is illuminated by this white
sunlight reflecting off the various objects.
Every object is exposed to white light and
most only reflect a biased mixture of light,
giving an object its own individual colour.
Buttercups absorb most colours of light
except yellow, which is reflected so they
appear yellow. Likewise, an orange clay
target will only reflect orange.
Obviously you don’t want targets the
same colour as the background. But as
all objects reflect a small part of each
light colour, it’s not always possible to
get a target tint that contrasts perfectly

against the background, so it stands
out clearly.
This is where our shooting glasses
come into play. What these actually do is
dull the background. The brightness of
your target depends on two things: the
brightness of the background and the
brightness of the target. So it is easier
to see the target when it is brighter and
more colourful than the background it
is being thrown against. For example, if
someone were standing in a car park in
broad daylight and lit a match you would
not be able to see the match if you were
200yd away, because it would not be very
bright against the background. Do the
same exercise at night and the match will
stand out, as it will be very bright against
its background.
A target will be easier to see when it is
a different colour to the background. Put
together relative brightness and colour
difference, and you experience the illusion
known as contrast. This is how shooting
glasses work, by increasing contrast. For
example, you are at a shoot with a forest
as a background. The target is orange and
the background is green. By wearing an
orange or orange-biased colour (yellow)
these colours will let through most of the
orange/yellow light, leaving the colour of
the target unchanged but preventing most
of the green light passing through. This
means the bright orange target will now
be much easier to see against the duller
green background.
Think of the colour of your lens as
a bit like a sieve. If the holes in the
sieve are sized so that only orange
can get through, all other colours

will become duller as the orange appears
brighter. Your colour lenses in your
shooting glasses are better described as
light filters; they selectively prevent certain
colours of light getting through. Shooting
glasses do not and cannot make a target
brighter; they only make the target appear
brighter against its background. They
simply enhance the illusion of contrast.
So when selecting a lens colour you are
looking to dim the background not to
brighten the target colour.

COLOUR AND DESIGN
With a price range of £20 to £400+ you
need to know what you’re looking for.
The frames should be lightweight and
balanced. Heaviness can be annoying
after a long day, and may also cause a
headache. The ear pieces must be slim
enough to fit under your ear muffs so you
cannot feel them, and not cause pressure
on the side of your head. They should have
interchangeable lenses. Consider wraparound frames as these enhance your
peripheral vision and give added protection
from debris getting in behind the lens.

ONE-PIECE WRAP AROUND LENSES. NOTE THE HIGH BRIDGE AND
THE PRESCRIPTION LENS IN THE CENTRE OF THE MAIN LENS
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MAX ORANGE IN TWO DIFFERENT
PERCENTAGES OF LIGHT TRANSMISSION
If you wear prescription lenses make sure
the frames have an adjustable bridge. This
will allow you to adjust the height to the
optical centre of your prescription, so that
you are looking through the correct part
of the lens, not when you are standing
upright but when your head is on the gun.
To check this get someone to look at your
eyes with the gun mounted (empty) and
check that you are looking through the
centre of the lens. Do not get talked into
normal sports glasses by your optician, as
used for tennis or squash. These are fine
for sports where you are standing upright
but once you mount the gun you will not
be looking through the centre of the lens.
With some designer sports frames you
may even be looking over the top of the
frame. They also give very little protection.
If you have a prescription in them, they
will be totally useless. Nearly all dedicated
shooting glasses are designed to sit high
on the bridge of the nose to accommodate
you looking through the centre of the lens.
The colour of the lens should be
moulded into the lens, not tinted. As
we are all different we all see colours
slightly differently, so one shade of a lens
does not suit all. Good shooting glasses
should enhance a target pick-up point and
visualisation of the target.
Background, shades, shapes, skyline
and clouds sometimes make target
pick-up more difficult. You need to pick
a colour that reduces all of these and
enhances the target against them. The
best advice I can give is to try as many
styles, colours and shades as you can.
As for the style of the frame, always try
these with a mounted gun, making sure
you are looking through the centre of the
lens. At your club or shooting ground talk
to other shooters – most will let you try

what they’re using. Try a few shots with
different frame styles and colours against
different backgrounds. It will not take you
long to find the combination that works
best for you.
Don’t be sucked into buying what’s
in fashion, or what the top shots are
using. Too many people are influenced
by what top performers wear. Back in
the 1980s I was at the British Sporting
championship, when shooting glasses
with interchangeable lenses were starting
to get popular. GMK had just launched
its High Scorer set with four colour
lenses, and a lot of the shooters had
treated themselves to a pair. I saw a top
international shot changing his lenses
when he was called forward to shoot. He
came off the stand with a straight, and
had in the glasses one pink lens and one
yellow. By the end of the day you would be
amazed at the number of people who had
this combination in their frames. Don’t be
sucked into what top shots do – find what
works best for you.

COLOURS AND CONDITIONS
Most manufacturers come up with the
same colour uses, so here is what works
for most people. Bear in mind that all the
colours listed come in a wide variety
of shades.
Pale yellow: brightening effect in low light
Medium yellow: enhances orange targets.
Sunset or hunting orange: for bright hazy
conditions.
Orange/max orange: very good all-round
lens for orange targets.
Vermilion/pink: good against green
backgrounds or if you have a red/green
colour deficiency, also if you see
orange poorly.
Purple: gives very good contrast of orange
against green.
Brown: reduces the amount of light,
giving good definition of orange. Good
all-round lens.
Bronze: high contrast for bright days,
even better if you can get them polarised.
This is the base range of colours that
all manufacturers use. Shades vary from
maker to maker.
What works best for me is two sets at
both ends of the price range, so there will

TO RECAP

1. Always wear glasses for safety
and target clarity.
2. Glasses do not make targets
brighter, they make the background
duller. The illusion is to make the
contrast better.
3. Objects exposed to white light
(sunlight) absorb all colours but
their own.
By choosing a colour that reduces
the background you increase the
contrast and make the target look
brighter.
4. Choose a frame, style and
colour that works for you. One
manufacturer’s orange may be
different to another.
5. Have an adjustable bridge if you
have prescription lenses, so you are
looking through the correct part of
the lens.
6. Don’t buy sports glasses; they
are not suitable for shooting due
to your head position. Always buy
dedicated shooting glasses.
7. Try as many frames, styles,
and colours as possible, with the
gun mounted looking at targets
in different light conditions and
backgrounds.
8. Find what works best for you. We
all see different colours differently.
be something out there to suit everyone’s
pocket. For me the NYX hunting orange
covers a wide range of backgrounds and
light situations, along with the polarised
bronze for very bright days. The other is
HiDefSpex max orange 65% and bronze
15%. With Hidefspex, once you have found
a colour that works for you, you can get it
in different strengths. The percentage on
the lens is the amount of light they let in,
so if you get on well with the max orange
on a dull day you can use the 65% and on
a bright day the 15%.
Roger Hill is a Fellow of the
Institute of Clay shooting
Instructors and a Fellow of the
Association of Professional
shooting Instructors. For details of
Skeet, Sporting and Trap master
classes, contact Roger at Roger@
ProCoachShootingSchool.com, or
visit www.ProCoachShootingSchool.
com for more information on Pro
Coach Shooting School.
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